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Abstract: This paper OD3DM (Object detection and 3D modeling) mainly discussed the process to detect complex geometric objects
and thereafter performing 3D modeling of geometric objects using Entropy based selection of optimum transformation of input data,
wavelet based transformation and fuzzy logictechniques for designing and training of object recognition systems using realistic 3D
computer graphics models using Fuzzy Logic has been implemented in this paper. Our model OD3DM system convert picture into grid
of size 10x10.10x20, 20x20 and uses centroid formula to detect geometric objects which detect edge and boundary limit of every image
taken from real time camera.We look at the relation between the size of the training set and the classification accuracy for a basic
recognition task and provide a method for estimating the degree of difficulty of detecting an object. A few images were taken and were
captured using real time camera. We show how to sample, align, detect, and rotate images of objects. We address the problem of training
on large, highly redundant data and propose a novel active learning method which generates compact training sets and compact
classifiers. We believe that the use of realistic 3D models and computer graphics for view-based object recognition will lead to a
reevaluation of some of the basic research questions in this area. The problems of learning from small training sets and learning from
data with inaccurate or missing ground truth will lose importance while the problem of learning from large, accurately labeled but
highly redundant data will become more important.
Keyword: OD3DM (Object Detection & 3D Modeling), Entropy, fuzzy Logic, wavelets, Centroid based Similarity Matrix, PDF
(Probability Distribution Functions)

1. Introduction
Over the past five years, the object recognition community
has taken on the challenge of developing systems that learn
to recognize hundreds of object classes from few examples
per class. The standard data sets used for benchmarking.
These systems contained in average less than two hundred
images per class as opposed to sets of thousands of
meticulously segmented object images that were used in
earlier work on object detection .Benchmarking on such
small data sets is inherently problematic, the test results are
not generalizable and can be misleading; the reader is
referred to for a related discussion on database issues. There
have been efforts of building larger databases of manually
annotated, natural images. However, the somewhat arbitrary
selection of images and the missing ground truth make it
difficult to systematically analyze specific properties of
object recognitionsystems, such as invariance to pose, scale,
position, and illumination. A database for shape-based
object recognition which addresses these issues is NORB.
Pictures of objects were taken with consideration of
viewpoint and illumination. The images were synthetically
altered to add more image variations, such as object rotation,
background, and distractors. [9]
In the following, we briefly discuss the pros and cons of
3D models for objectrecognition:
 Large numbers of training and test images can be
generated easily.
 Image generation parameters, including internal and
external camera parameters, illumination, and animation
of the scene are under full control.
 The frame rate, the camera motion, and the motion of
objects are known in video sequence.
 The situation of lack of 3D models and 3D scenes might
improve with wide use of low cost 3D scanners and the
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availability of models designed for commercial purposes
(e.g., computer games, movies)
 Lack of realism of synthetic data. For recognition
systemsthe quality of image data is sufficient. At high
image resolutions, free rendering software is capable to
producegood results.
 Modeling and rendering of photorealistic scenes can be
time consuming processes.
 Humans are capable to learn, detect, extract, analyze and
recognize new objects from a small number of images, so
large, data sets might not be necessary. To build computer
vision systems to perform this function, we need to better
understand how humans use previous knowledge; we have
to be able to implement complex geometric detection and
3D modeling efficiently.
In our first experiment, we showed that objects of different
shape like triangle, square,rectangle,and circle were detected
using OD3DM system and 3D modeling was done after
detecting objects .We described that learning from 3D
models requires techniques that can build compact
classifiers from large, highly redundant data sets. We
suggest a method for visualizing and quantifying the degree
of difficulty of detecting objects and propose a technique to
detect the object and modeling the object based on Entropy
based selection of optimum transformation of input data,
wavelet based transformation and fuzzy logic. Based on
entropy evaluated edge and boundary of object is evaluated
which detects the geometric shape.

2. Methodology
OD3DM system uses Entropy based selection of optimum
transformation of input data, wavelet based transformation
and fuzzy logic to detect geometric objects. In the
classification task, a favorable occurrence is when an object
(or signal) is correctly classified. If classification is based on
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given probability distribution functions, one possible
approach to classify an observed signal is to evaluate
pdf(probability density function) functions for different
classes of this observed signal. The signal is classified as an
object of the class with the maximum pdf value.

Figure 2: 3-dimensional grid: Original points and the
selected grid points
Figure 1: 2-dimensional Spherical grid
red (-): ellipse bounding the signal
green (+): original set of points
magenta (o): original signal
blue (*): selected set of points
Figure 1 illustrates the grid selection process in which the
‘+’ sign shows the original grid points and ‘o’ shows the
original signal points, ‘*’ indicate the selected grid points
and ‘-‘in red shows the ellipse which bounds the original set
of points and bounds the selected grid points.

Figures 2 illustrate the 3-dimensional process. The original
set of points and the selected grid points are shown in figure
2.
Common Pattern Detection Techniques
Two image I,J
I & J =Transformed T (Best Transformed)
I*=Sub-Image of I, I* Subimage of J
T, I*,J*=Arg max H(T(I*),J*) --------(i)
H is the similarity function of the feature and size of the
common pattern.
T is any similar Transformation set
arg[max(T(I*),J*))

2.1 Wavelet Based Transformation
Wavelets are a class of linear transformations of the input
data for the purpose of data compression or representation.
Wavelets cut up data into different frequency components,
and then analyze each component with a resolution matched
to its scale Wavelet algorithms process data at different
scales or resolutions. They have advantages over traditional
Fourier methods in analyzing physical situations where the
signal contains discontinuities and sharp spikes. Fourier
basis functions are localized in frequency but not in time.
Small frequency changes in the Fourier transform will
produce changes everywhere in time domain.Wavelets are
local in both frequency and time domain. With wavelet
analysis, we can use approximating functions that are
contained neatly in finite domains.

Figure 3: Transformation of two images
Steps to follow the image after Pixelate initialization
sequence:-Flow maximization sequence

2.2 Entropy Determination
First the input signals are divided into classes and each class
probability density function is estimated using its mean and
standard deviation.
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3. Attribute Relational Graph (ARG)-Overall
Approach

4. Results and Discussion
Our system OD3DM provide efficient results while
detecting different geometric shapes .Different geometric
objects were collected and tested to analyze the detection.1st
part of our model detects the geometric objects using
centroid formula implemented in Matlab. Selection and
detection of objects is done using entropy based selection of
optimum transformation of input data, wavelet based
transformation and fuzzy logic. Around 50 images were
taken to perform detection .The models gives efficient
detection results of the various images e.g. circle, triangle,
rectangle, square, ball. 2ndpart of our model performs 3D
Modeling of Objects.Modeling of ball is shown in the figure
13(a),(b).The ball rotates on various angles after clicking on
modeling button. The Model OD3DM gives efficient results
while performing detection as well as modeling.

5. Geometric Shapes taken for detection
Figure 4: Attribute Relational Graph (ARG)
3.1 Algorithm used for Detection
1) Take any geometric image taken from real time camera.
2) Convert picture into grid.
3) Calculate value of each grid. Determine the area having
maximum occurrence or area having maximum changes.
4) Apply centroid formula given below.
5) Detect edge and boundary limit of image.
6) Match area using entropy based selection with geometric
images and image is detected.

Figure 5: Oval

3.2 Centroid based Similarity Matrix
Centroid based Similarity matrix is used to calculate
centroid of any image taken from real time camera. After
calculating centroid edge and boundary limit of image is
calculated which thereafter match area having maximum
changes using
entropy based selection of optimum
transformation to detect the type of shape.

Figure 6: Various geometric objects

Figure 7: Ball

Figure 8: Circle & rectangle
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6. Geometric Objects after Detection

Figure 9: detection of Oval

Figure 10: Detection of circle & rectangle

experimental results on collected image dataset show that
the proposed approach is more accurate and efficient than
traditional methods. We prepared the model which
accurately detects the complex geometric structures and
model it into 3D. Fuzzy logic and entropy based selection of
optimum based input data has been used to implement this
work. Common pattern detection technique provides
efficient detection and modeling of complex geometric
objects. All the implementation has been done in Matlab
fuzzy Logic methods which provide better and accurate
results as compare to the traditional approaches.
Our model gives 77.08% result while detecting which is
better than earlier models.75.48% accuracy is achieved
while performing 3D modeling. Overall performance of
OD3DM system is 76.28 % which is better and efficient
than other models implemented for detection and modeling
separately. Table 1 and Table 2 shows the results of
OD3DM models including accuracy of testing, success rate,
validation accuracy, percentage error rate and overall
performance of detection and 3D modeling.
Table 1: Statistical results obtained from experiments to
detect images

Figure 11: Detection of different objects

Image
Triangle Square Rectangle
%Accuracy of Testing
76.1
73.8
77.3
% Success Rate
89.9
91.7
93.7
Accuracy Validation
65.2
64.3
65.3
% Error
10.1
8.3
6.3
Overall
77.06
76.6
78.76
Overall Detection Performance =77.08%

Oval
72.5
87.9
67.3
12.1
75.9

Table 2: Statistical results obtained from experiments to
perform 3D modeling

Figure 12: Detection of ball
3D modeling of ball

Image
%Accuracy Of Testing

Triangle
74.1

Square Rectangle Oval
72.3
78.9
77.4

% Success Rate

86.9

90.4

92.3

83.3

Accuracy Validation

66.2

63.9

66.6

62.6

% Error
13.1
9.6
6.3
Overall
73.4
75.53
78.6
Overall 3D modeling Performance=75.48

16.7
74.4

Overall OD3DM system Performance=76.28%
Figure 13(a)

8. Future Recommendation

Figure 13(b)
Figure 13(a), (b) modeling view of ball after detection
moving on various angles

7. Conclusion
Although, there are number of systems available for
detection and 3D modeling separately ,but there is hardly
any system available that can detect and model the images of
objects into 3D. Here we have proposed a system OD3DM
that can detect, extract and model the images in 3D. The
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In order to improve the effectiveness of this classification
system to detect and 3D modeling of images, it is
recommended to use other color model. Also, recommended
to increase the number of data for the training and testing to
get the best result. In addition, good resolution camera can
be usedbecause it also can affect the image captured. We
have difficulties for the algorithm in this paper in dealing
with the figure with noise. So, a better algorithm can be
implemented to deal with noise. Real time images can be
detected and modeled more accurately.
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